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Caradon's Program
The cancellation last Sunday of Lord Caradon's visit
to campus opened the first
SGA legislature meeting of the
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that sends audiences away humming. The Little Theatre production generated much of the exciteALL QUIET ON THE LIB FRONT
This scene, showing Suz
ment and laughter inherent in the
Gambee and Jim Brown, will be repeated by many Wooster
Broadway script.
students during the next week.
Winford Logan's staging, although occasionally awkward to
the actors, was both pleasing to
the eye and practical for the confines of the Scott stage. By the
same measure, John Soliday's
A total of 215 freshmen turned in pledges to join sections choreography was well tutored and
!
J
1.
f ii
often exciting
in particular,
me iisi
iasi weeK. TL
oi men wno joined is as tollows:
"Fugue
for
Tinhorns"
and "Luck
I
Section
Steve
Emerson,
Exline,
Fred
Be
David
Lady."
a
David Agricola, John Eft, William

It was also announced that Pete
Herndon, with Kathy Rhodes as
assistant, has been appointed as
of Campus Affairs,
because of the withdrawal of Frank
Belz from the College.
Vice-Preside- nt

215 Freshmen Pledge As Result
Of Section Fall Rushing Procedure

A book exchange is scheduled

for the evening of Tuesday, Jan.
25, and the afternoon and evening
of Jan. 26, in the Lower Tub.
Books must be brought to the Lower Tub Wednesday, Jan. 19 and
Saturday, Jan. 22, and must include the owner's name, college
address, price and phone number.
The procedure for handling the
btudent Directory has also been revised. There will be four editors,
and standard salaries have been
incorporated into the plans.
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Kinley, Franklin, Michael George, David Giczy,
Charles Hansen, Scott Healey, David
Hite, David Hopkins, Dennis Keyes,
Section II
Marvin Krohn, Thomas Lammert, RoMichael Allen, Richard Ames, Wil- bert Landman, William
McClellan, John
liam Bizot, David Bohn, William Britt, Morris, Terry Nance,
Ronald Polder-maAlan Brown, Fletcher Byrom, Richard
Joseph Poduslo, William Quine,
Craft, Robert Creger, John Crowe, Da- Wayne Randolph,
Lloyd Rhoades,
vid Davies, Robert Edwards, Lee
Steven Riley, Craig Rockenstein, Ed
Philip Foster, David Gordon, Smith, Michael Traylinek, David WhitJames Hanna, Richard Horn, Michael ney, David Woodring.
The Current Issues Committee Jackson, Roy Kutz, Thomas Limbird,
Section VII
received $50 to set up a magazine Robert Long, Jonathan McCabe, Donald
Michael
Bentley,
Stephen Buchwalter,
Pocock, Bruce Poolej Jonathan Rubens,
Gil Cargill,
rack in the informal study room. Arthur Saby, Tim Santschi,
Robert Castle, Robert
Kenneth
They are also searching for more Schultz, William Seese, Thomas Shef- Crane, John Dineen, Tom Fabian, John
field, John Shryock, Roger Slugg, Char- Federer, George Fitch, Herbert Gause-witspeakers.
Bruce Harris, William Hooker,
les Smith, Charles St. Clair, Bruce
William
Hufford, Mark Johnson, RichThomas Turk, William Utley,
Kyler,
ard
James Lander, Douglas LinRichard Vodra,
Barry Walkenshaw,
Mark
ton,
McColloch, James Mennel,
David Wise, Eric Wolf.
Peter Mosenthal, Nicholas Norman,
Section III
Douglas O'Brien, Garrett Okubo, James
Daniel Adams, Burleigh Angle, Byron Robertson, Doug Rogers, Card Roper,
Barlow, Donald Barr, Chris Beery, John John Ryan, William Spratley, Herbert
Bone, David Broehl, J red Qouser, Rich Stetzenmeyer, David Stout, James Strat-tolrd Durr, David George, Daniel Grum
Frank Stroup, Jonathan Thomas,
Eighteen students were named to )les, Richard Hershberger, Frederic Mark Zahniser, William Cross.
membership in Phi Alpha Theta, Hoffman, Alvaro Iglesias, Stuart Lipp,
Section VIII
Kichard Martinez, William ORourke,
national honorary history society Mo
Charles
Bennett,
Philip Brown, James
Rajabi, James Ransom, Thomas
before vacation. The new members Rosser, Stephen Scott, Trevor Sharp, Eliason, Kevin Gray, Lawrence
Richard
Minns, Latimer
John Thomas, Wilbert Turner, Court-lanare:
Neale,
Carl
Pulvermacher,
Paul
Van Deusen, Michael Weber,
John Stelter, John Udics, Rodney
Bruce E. Bigelow, Elizabeth C. Bruce Wise, Timothy Wright, Phillip
Colton, Candace J. Dumlao,
a
Zarrilli, Vernon Zuoleff, Bob Eshelman, Walton, John Wright, Michael Zaugg,
John Tanner, John Oravec, Karl
Jean Francis, Sarah Jane lohn Ekberg.
Section IV
Hudelson, Willard H. Johnson,
George
Corliss,
Geoffrey Greene,
Don M. Kennedy, William Y. Kerr,
Donald Kendall, Edward Kranter, Jud
Diane R. Liff,
son Rosebush, William Schenk, Jay
Sherwood, Philip Stone, Enck Walton.
Carl L.
Fulton, Robert Gould, John
John Koehler, John Scerba.
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Historians Add New

Honorary Members
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Rein-hard- t,

Di-ann-

Lopresti, John S. Mann,
Section V
Peggy A. Medina, Ronald H. Neill,
Stanley Beal, William Beery, Michael
Kathryn Ann Sharp, Frederick Berger, John Clay, Donald Crocker,
Stocking, John W. Stoops, Carolyn Burrell Culp, Stephen Demlow, Jim
E. Tausch, and Karen Sue Vail.
Donnelly, Elwood Ellis, Stephen Flow-

ers, Joe Glavitsch, Tom Gradisher, DaJohn Pierson is president of the vid Green, Thomas Hart, John Kattman,
Wooster chapter of Phi Alpha John Magrane, Kenneth Newlon, TruTheta. Vice presidents are Linda man Nowak, Douglas Pantratz, Samuel
Paul Smith, Charles West, RonHager and Karen Kalayjian. Mary-ann- e Selby,
ald Whittaker.
Voight is secretary-treasureSection VI
Bennett,
Richard
Donald Black, SteProfessor W. A. Hayden Schilphen
Bone,
Buettner, John
Robert
ling of the History department is Campbell, Richard Campbell,
John
faculty advisor for the group.
Cook, Stephen Dell, Douglas Dransfield,
r.
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Notes

The Ohio Center for Education in Politics has announced
the availability of summer internships in practical politics for
college juniors. The eight-wee- k,
$800 internships begin about
June 15, 1966, and are in the Washington offices of Senators and
Representatives and in state and local government offices in the
State of Ohio. Application forms may be obtained from Dr. Robert
Rosholt in Kauke 14-1- 5
and must be completed before Feb. 1.
O

Administration spokesmen are still sticking to a target date
around Spring vacation for the opening of two of the three "new"
dormitories. Armington Hall, the structure nearest Andrews, will
definitely not be ready until next fall.
'

O SCIENCE NEWS: Wooster has been granted $2,500 by the
Company for use as summer scholarships for prospective high
school teachers. Those who are awarded scholarships may expect to
receive about $450 for a minimum of six, and preferably eight, semester hours of summer work. Students wishing, further information
should contact Mr. Chittum in Room 114 of Severance Hall.
Wooster has also been named, through a National Science Foundation grant, to provide summer research opportunities in chemistry
for present high school teachers.
Du-Po-

nt

William F. Kieffer, professor of chemistry, is one of 31
leading scientists comprising the new Advisory Council on College
Chemistry (ACCC). The Council's purpose is to improve undergraduate chemistry instruction at colleges and universities throughout the nation. The ACCC recently established its headquarters
at Stanford University and received a $223,840 grant for support.
Dr.
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Centennial year. The British Am
bassador to the U.N. will not be
able to give his speech, scheduled
for March 7, because he has been
requested by Prime Minister Wil
son to return to England for that
month. The $750 designated for
his visit was allocated to the un
appropriated fund.
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Number 12

Skilled Cast
Sarah Brown, as portrayed by
Sherrie Glass, was often not really
convincing as the
Salvation Army worker torn between saving souls and the forces
of her "id". Miss Glass sings with
striking beauty and warmth. Her
best moments are vocal; namely,
"I'll Know" and "If I Were a
Bell." Tim Weckesser carries the
humor of the Sky Masterson role
with admirable skill and sensi
tivity, although his patterned style
ot delivery is tedious at times.
Sandi Weaver was frankly
charming as the stereotyped and
matrimonially frustrated Adelaide.
Adelaides Lament" was one of
the funnier numbers of the show.
Bryan Dunlap draws a majority of
the evening s laughs with his fast- paced Nathan Detroit, the crap
shooting, fourteen year fiance of
Adelaide.
Mr. Dunlap was too
conscious of his audience and
seemed to
interplay with
other characters in spots. This was
love-stricke-

by-pa-

n

ss

IN MEMORIAM

Money is being collected on
campus to buy needed books
for the College library to be
donated in memory of Norman Morrison.
Titles in Theology, Pacifism
and Foreign Affairs have al-

ready been suggested

by

faculty members. Contributions and suggestions for additional titles would be appreciated. Students and fac-ualare also encouraged to
give books of their own
choosing.
to make a contribution or
for more information contact
Anne Welsh ext. (426), Bryan
Dunlap (263-2265- ),
Dr. Harold
Smith (471), or Joe Leonard.

ty

"deadpan" humor.
Paul Rawlins and John Seabury
have the privilege of the tide song,
and they belted it with almost
vaudevillian style.
The best surprise of the evening

not terribly convincing as the aged
Arvide, gave the audience a moving and sentimental moment in
"More I Cannot Wish You."
Dale Moore's singing ensemble
produced some of the evening's
better moments. They were precise and spirited for the most part.
The orchestra, under the direction
of Darlene Cutler, did a noble job
of trying to suffice for a full orchestra. The results were alternately adequate one moment, and
reminescent of Spike Jones the
next. Hats off at any rate.
Hats off too for Ruth Smyth
who should receive the year's
sportsmanship award for participating in Winford Logan's gimmick of the evening, which ran the
risk of breaking the audience's
"aesthetic distance" and lost. He
didn't loose the ultimate risk, however. He produced, for a highly
receptive opening night audience,
a most enjoyable evening.
Another performance of "Guys
and Dolls" will be presented Jan.
27 and 28 in Scot Auditorium. The
proceeds from these performances
will be donated to the Wooster
School System. Final arrangements
are being made by a committee of

came with the entrance of Len
Peiffer as Big Jule from Chicago.
Peiffer gave the most polished and citizens.

Shipe Bids Fond Farewell
To 17 Years Of Football
A football era came to an end during Christmas vacation

when Phil Shipe requested that he be relieved of his duties
as head football coach at Wooster. Robert M. Bruce, chairman of the department of physical education and athletic

that the
Wooster Trustees Announce director,had announced
fine teacher and a fine
granted Shipe's request
gentleman,
he has had and will
and
in the
continue
have meaning as both
to
applicants for the
New Union Honoring Lour y screening
teacher and friend for every
Shipe's term
head
Col

lege

process of
post.
coach be

was now

by Don Kennedy
The Trustees of
of Wooster announced recently the plans to build a new student union building honoring the College's seventh president, Howard F. Lowry. George
E. Armington, chairman of the Trustees' Committee on Build
the-Colle-

ge

ings and Grounds said the new
student union will be financed
through a combination of gifts
and loans, with the total cost being
estimated at $2,000,000.
Hoping to begin construction
during the middle of Wooster's
Centennial Year, 1966, the trustees
and the College Union Planning
Committee have asked the architects (Schooley, Cornelius and
Schooley of Columbus, Ohio) to
begin working drawings for immediate use. This committee, composed of Prof. Arthur Baird, chairman, the SGA Centennial Building Committee, and faculty and
administration members have
utilized the work of previous committees in the past several years
plus their own suggestions and revisions, to present the ideas that
they feel the student body would
most enjoy and benefit by in the
proposed union. Chairman of the
student committee Ron Neill hopes
to further glean student ideas by
an open house in which interested
students could see the plans and
make comments.
Jim McHenry, SGA president,
commented that he was very grati
fied by the presentation of plans
and was particularly pleased with
the work of the Centennial Build
ing Committee.
Commenting on the honoring of
Dr. Lowry, Dr. Cary R. Wagner,
chairman of the Board of Trustees,
made this statement: "When a man

has been associated with a college
for nearly 50 years, serving half
that time as president, it is natural
that we should want to have a

building named in his honor. It
is especially fitting that the new
Union, which will be central in the
lives of students in the future, be
named for who has been a central
figure in the life of the College for
so many years."
Surprise Honor
Dr. Lowry, although knowing
that the Dec. 16 notification would
announce the beginning of construction next summer, was completely surprised to hear the trustees had voted to honor him.
"Little did I suppose that Dr.
Wagner would follow Mr. Armington with an announcement that the
Board of Trustees had voted the
new Student Union would bear my
name. I am grateful, of course, for
this generous thought. I have assured the trustees, however, that
my own name is highly transferable and even expendable if at
any time it helps the cause. The
very fact that the whole thing was
even thought of is satisfaction
enough forme."
Many Facilities
The new Union will provide dining facilities for approximately 700
students. It will include also the
College bookstore, a ballroom,
snack bar, lounges, meeting and
game rooms, offices for student organizations and a postal substation.

as
gan in 1949 when he joined the
Wooster faculty with a B.A. degree
from Ohio Northern and a M.S
degree from the University of
Pennsylvania. Prior to taking the
Scot helm, he coached high school
teams in Ada, Fremont, and De
fiance, guiding his squads to a
cummulative
record. Since
Shipe's arrival at Wooster, the Scot
gridders have posted a mark of
almost a 56 percent rate
of victory.
51-20--

lege. A

stu-

dent known to him. His players
have always had the highest respect for his ability as a coach.
They have been devoted to him as
a man. We are pleased, of course,
that Mr. Shipe will continue as a
mini
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Shipe will remain a member of
the faculty as an associate professor of physical education. He
retains his duties as wrestling and
golf coach. He introduced the
former sport at Wooster over a
decade ago and has had one of
the top win marks in Ohio during
his term as golf mentor.
No official reason was given for
Shipe's unexpected r e s i g nation
from the football wars. He was
operated on prior to vacation for
a bad knee which bothered him
throughout the 1965 season, but
the operation was successful and
not a factor in his decision.
The change in coaches at Woos
ter was the fourth within the Ohio
Conference since the football sea- n ended. Prior to Shipe's an
nouncement, Marietta, Muskingum
and Otterbein announced that their
coaches had either retired or re
signed.

President Howard Lowry ex
pressed appreciation for the ser
vice Coach Shipe has given the
College during his 16 years here.
Dr. Lowry said, "I need hardly
remind anyone in the Wooster
community of what Phil Shipe has
meant and does mean to the Col- -

i

IX
Coach Shipe

professor and will coach both
wresding and golf."
In a VOICE interview last week,
Mr. Bruce, who is heading the
search for a new football coach,
stated that the process is well underway. He stressed that the new
member of his department will not
only have to be a proven gridiron
specialist but also will have to
assume some other, coaching assignment (s) and the standard load
of physical education courses. At
the time of the interview "in excess
of 50 men" had either applied for
the job or indicated a desire for
information.

WOOSTER VOICE

A Time For Frankness

took,

There have not been any publicized recent .episodes
revolving about the College s policy concerning students en
gaging in
sex. Despite this fact, we feel the student
body is still vitally concerned over what we consider to be
an inadequate policy on the part of the Administration. This
is by way of refutation of the Galpin theory that students
only care when some incident such as occurred this Fall incites
their protest. We hope our suggestions, because they are not
made in the heat of anger resulting from a recent suspension,
will receive more consideration and official reaction than they
have in the past.
As stated earlier (VOICE, Oct. 29) we believe that in
cases of
pregnancy the initial Administration
action should be directed toward keeping the involved students
in school for at least the remainder of the semester. Secondly,
during that period of time, counseling by the medical, psy
chological, and religious resources of the College should be
provided and actively encouraged.
If, at the end of the semester, the person or persons involved have not shown mature acceptance of their responsibilities or in some other manner the situation warrants suspension, perhaps this would be in order. At any rate, a waiting period allows for mature planning of the future by the
individuals and enables them to finish a semester in which
they have already invested a generous amount of their time.
This is much more realistic and more compassionate than
what seems to many students to be a policy of cold, rigid
The discovery of
pregnancy is a
traumatic enough experience without the added blow of disciplinary suspension from school. The parties need understanding, not what seems to be rejection.
Notice the use of "what seems to be rejection." It is
true that the majority of students do not know the real philosophy behind Administrative action. Perhaps our suggestions
are (unknown to the student body) already in practice. If
that is the case, it is still the Administration's responsibility
to communicate its policy in writing to the College community.
They may complain that our criticisms are unfair and not
based on the facts, but only their statement can clear any
possible misunderstanding. And until that communication is
made, the students have no choice but to base their opinions
on the episodes which from time to time flare up and engulf
the campus in anger.
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Pointless Patrol Policy
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Is a class the day before vacations begin more valuable
to the student than a class conducted during the remainder
of a semester? Of course not. In fact, most teachers and students agree that the last classes before vacation (and usually
the first ones after a recess) are comparatively unfruitful, as
thoughts of both the instructor and student drift toward other
matters.

If a department still feels that its obligation

to teach

would be impaired by the absence of
students
it, or any professor for that matter, should announce that attendance will be taken on both the day before and after vacations and penalties of an academic nature may be. inflicted
upon students who fail to present legitimate excuses.
early-departin-

Ike De La Manclia
by Gary Houston
College students at home during the holidavs mav have watrhed a h
the news special "Town Meeting of the World" over CBS. In particular was the scene of
British students asking rather pointed political miestions nf nnr fnrmpr pViipf
Dwight D. Eisenhower. One Question was in the form of a series of questions: Why hasn't

a plebiscite been granted in Viet
nam? Why does the U.S. escalate
its war against North Vietnamese?
Why, in fact, is the U.S. in Viet- Lmf, and so forth.
The General seemed to consider
the questions thoughtfully. Then he
said: "Let me answer your ques
tions by asking you one: Have vou
been there? . . . Have you been in
Vietnam t there was a discern.
able moan of disapproval and im
patience from the audience of
young Britons. The student whose
question was being "answered,"
sensing that his sources were be
ing questioned, stood up again and
listed a number of prominent English newspapers, adding that he
was prepared to accept their authority. Exasperated, Eisenhower, re
torted,
Listen, we have highlv
capable people down there
We
have responsible people down
here
The students did not
appear to be impressed.
lo many Americans, this inci
dent must have been uglv. Here
was a former American president
becoming extremely upset by the
goadings of foreign students. His
:ace contorted to the fierce visage
of the old soldier ready to take on
all the opposition that a hundred
young Montys could give him, he
sensed a prevailing attitude of
cynicism and hostility in their
ranks.
Why cynicism and hostility?
The cause lay in the very counter- attitude expressed m the queries:

..."

"Have you been there? Have you
been in Vietnam?" For this is
nothing but attitude being expressed. In making such an answer,
Eisenhower presumed to know
what the attitude of his inquisitor
was and decided not to answer the
question, but to attack (with an
attitude of his own) what he presumed to be the question's underlying attitude.
Ike the Romanticist
Be they nice or not so nice,
the answers which could have been
given were not. Eisenhower chose
not to give them. If he did not
possess them, he did not choose to
admit his ignorance: Ike decided
to assume a romantic stance from
which to joust. But this brand of
romanticism can be dangerous: it
leads one to speculate about people
in general and to base one s actions
solely upon those speculations. And
the plain truth is that one just
doesn't really know for certain, and
it is malarkey to presume to know.
Would it not have been wiser
to have "naively" taken the student's question for what it was
worth and to have honored it by
rationally trying to answer it?
Eisenhower felt that a certain at
titude was at the core of the point
of view expressed in the question.
rrobably it was the other way
around: the attitude existed because of the point of view. By at
tacking the attitude with nothing
but a counter-attitudhe actually
e,

g

What's the Count?

90 Second Registration Course

As things stand now, Galpin through Associate Dean
F. W. Cropp is following the questionable procedure of dolby J. Arthur Seaman
ing out standard penalties (fines) for what is realistically an
academic offense which ought not concern the Deans. The
(The third in a series of short courses to educate
the Wooster
only campus process which might be impaired by early stustudent.)
dent departures is that of learning. We fail to understand why
Before each semester it is necessarv that students must
the Associate Dean feels the individual departments can deter- register for the
courses they are about to take. In prepara- mine classroom policy during the year but his office must set lon
ior tnis event consult the U. S. Weather Hi irpan and thpn
pre- - and
procedures.
schedule registration for a day when the temperature will be
The departments are best able to determine whether a at icaM
uegrees or oeiow. Last
student will be harmed by not attending a given classthis the time for registration and then certain rooms for certain courses
and the rest of the classrooms
theory has been embodied in the revised class attendance start at least one half hour late. available for
filling out the forms.
Do not under any circumstance let
policy. No inflexible edict from the Associate Dean, replete
Do
not provide hot coffee for
the students in
with intensified fines, can convince us that he knows better out of the cold.
those suffering from frostbite or
crying towels for freshmen who
than the faculty and academic departments what is the best
Make sure
didn't get any of the classes they
that there are at
course in this matter during any day of the school year.
wanted.
least five identin

Published weekly by the students of The College of Wooster during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those
of the
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cal forms for the
student t o fill
out.

Provide

three tables and

a
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
wmmJ
space
for
stu50
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address
all corresSeaman
dents. Also Dro- pondence to the VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
vide bleacher-typ- e
benches with
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered
as
second
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
space for 150 students.
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Kent a complicated computer
that could do the entire job in a
few minutes without complications.
RON WIRICK
Associate Editors
DON KENNEDY
Do not use it.
KEN SPERLING, Business Manager
BARB BOYCE, News feature Editor
Announce that one half of all
he
SUE VAIL, First Page Editor
courses are closed.
TIM KRAMER, Photography Ed.
MIKE HUTCHISON, Sports Editor
Make
sure that only a small ner.
ROBB REINKER, Advertising Mgr
SUSAN STRANAHAN, Exchange Editor ANN ABRAMS, ALICE
centage of the advisors are present.
BIEBEL,
Ignore all suggestions to have
Editors
Reporters: Janis Teal, Sara Bradley, Diane Yunck, Carl Pulvermacher,
registration
in Kauke. It would
Josh
Stroup, Ron Wallace, Larry Hanawalt, John Ryan, Sue Anderson.
be unwise to funnel all the students
Photographers: Ed Hershberger, John Scerba, Mike Jackson.
into the halls of Kauke past desks,
Cartoonist: Stan Good. Proofreader: Sue Gotshall. '
It would also be unwise to have
STEPHEN AVAKIAN,

Editor-in-Chie-

f

.

Co-Circulati-

on

Review Questions for the Hourly:
True or False
1. There is no relation between
automation and registration.
2. Registration should all be held
out of doors.
Choose the BEST answer
3. Registration is (a) an important part of your liberal education (b) fun (c) destroys your
faith in IBM.
4. If a school with 1,500 students
takes 5 hours for registration a
school with 30,000 takes (a) 100
hours (b) 31 years (c) it all to
a computer.
5. The reason a student fills out
5 identical forms is (a) to aid him
in memorizing his class schedule
(b) to give the student writers'
cramp (c) to acquaint the student
with bureaucracy.

d

e.

Or: Don't Hit Your Windmills Below the Belt

...

Back in the days when individual departments didn't
set their own class attendance requirements, there probably
was a need for a uniform attendance policy pertaining to the
sacred
periods before and after vacations. But now
that each department sets its own requirements the alleged
need for Galpin to patrol the students is ridiculous.

An Editor's Indignation
To the Editor:
I would like to register a rather
nasty and loud cry of outrage in
regards to this alma mater's Christmas policy toward class cutters.
As
editor of the
Sketch I had acquired a total of
16 hours of sleep in the four days
before vacation and no amount of
alarm clocking would have waked
me Friday morning for my second
hour.
Attendance at my fourth hour
class was followed by a hasty
exodus to the channels of Galpin,
wherein Dean Cropp informed me,
as his announcements supposedly
had, that even though I was here
and attended a later class it was
still going to cost me a tidy ten
spot (a little more than I made for
staying up so late with the Sketch)
for my shut-eyWell, juvenile
though it may be, I'm not about
to pay, and if this school squeezes
ten lousy dollars out of my parents
it can write me off right now from
its alumni funds.
In regards to this Dettv rule in- volving my petty cash, I see one
more step taken by this institution
towards its disciplinary Dosition
of "Justice for None, with Malice
toward AH." Even the old system
of paying a buck for being here
reeks nf tribute
and DTOVinff
1
O it
money.
We're paying enough monev to
attend classes here at Wooster, so
somebody really has a lot of nerve
to expect us to pay not to attend!
If anybody really wants to cut before vacations, no pidling $1, $10
or $50 fine is going to deter him,
so clobber this kid academically if
it's really your business to fence
him in. But stop making Wooster
the little Harvard of Ohio under
High School rules. This pay-as- rule has
self-appointe-

al

pre-marit-

post-vacatio-

Loiters To Tho Editor
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rule-enforceme-

24-ho-
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strengthened the point of view that
America's top statesmen really
don't have the answers or that the
answers that they have might embarrass them.

If and when our

policy-maker-

s

beg the question the way Eisen-

hower did, they should expect no
less cynicism and hostility and
neither should we. We very easily
take offense when we are criticized
by foreigners, for behind the
criticism we sense what we think is
an insult. But even if it actually
is an insult, it is pure speculation
on our parts to address ourselves
to such an attitude, and it is dip- got to go.
lomatic suicide to use speculation
If Thoreau refused a diploma on
as a policy guideline.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Pierced Politics

House Thcrt Britain Built
by John Pierson
Life in the House of Commons, unlike in the United
States Congress, is informal, ebullient, and worthwhile. The
Commons is the center of British power for the heads of the
governmental departments sit as members engaging in de

r

:
;
bate, explaining legislation they
.
:; :
uc, siiuuiu uicy jjc
iu
iiixuisLia
introduce, accounting for their come of
the majority. They have
policy in general.
the panoply of the minority behind
The Prime Minister, as head of them. The sides are ready for war
the government and leader of the when the members of both the
majority party, does not have to Cabinet and shadow cabinet get
endure delays before Government into their listening position by
""'
proposals are propping their feet up on the cenf
voted o n and ter table.
can be reason-- a
Grunts and Jeers
1
1 y confident
I
b
I
The exchanges that occur are not
of their passage
always graceful. Befuddled minissince members ters have questions and jeers
rarely deviate thrown at them. Similarly, an M.P.
from party posi- in opposition delivering
a biting
tion. Steeped in speech against the Government has
the lore of sep- to contend with grunts and harsh
aration of pow- laughter. Nevertheless, debate is
Pierson
ers. Americans superior to the ineffectual
carryinmight believe that this would have gs-on
of the United States Contyrannous results. But such is not gress. Cabinet members must dethe case.
fend their policy on the spot
A bill sponsored by the Govern- against intensive questioning and
ment is usually consonant with all any startling disclosure must be
factions of the majority. The accounted for by the Government.
scourge of the ministers and party
Two very important benefits
whips is the volatile, cliquish rank
come to Britain as a result of her
and file member of the party the
Parliamentary system. First, membackbencher.
bers have a chance to discuss naBackbenchers are the gauge of tional issues and policy and to
party sentiment; when excited or have it mean something simply
maddened they are potentially dan- because the executive is present
gerous for the ministry unless mol- and cannot ignore what transpires.
lified. Constantly they air their A Congressman, speaking on Viet
amendments or complaints to min- Nam, for instance, assuming he
isters in the lounges and dining has the chance in the first place,
rooms of Westminster, or to the would be wasting his breath.
private secretary each minister has,
Second, Britain's executives are
whose main job is to glean tidbits
never
unknowns or political ignorof rank and file dissatisfaction over
amuses. Prime Ministers, before
his minister's department policy
that office is won, average 25 years
or legislation. Party position alin the House of Commons. In the
ways has strong support at the botprocess they accrue leadership extom.
perience since no one can reach
Debate is carried on in a tren- the Prime Ministership without
chant, folksy manner. The Govern- first having skillfully managed
ment sits on one side of the center other Cabinet positions. Winston
table, backed up by the array of Churchill took 40 years to attain
the majority party. Glaring di- the pinnacle of British power;
rectly across the table is the "sha- Dwight Eisenhower never could
dow cabine' of the Opposition, the have made it.
1
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A Changing Sports Scene

by Pete Jenks

i

An outstanding defense and
offense have
sparked the Wooster Scots to their finest basketball start in
years. Going into last night's "revenge" battle at Oberlin,
ai van wies crew naa posted a 1U-- 2 record, including a 1
vjiiiu vuiuerence snowing, inrec
OAC victories in four grueling bench strength was provided by
nights last week helped build the Ron Houser and freshman Steve
well-balance-

by Dennis G00II0I

tu

J
With such an outstanding menu of sporting events that have taken
place since the last appearance of the VOICE, it seems odd that I
should be in such a dilemma for a topic fitting to this column. Being
the smorgasbord lover that I am, I feel compelled to dabble in some
of the major happenings over the last few weeks. It seems like a breach
of etiquette not to mention the Browns' hapless performance in their
23-1loss to Green Bay. The usual annual argument as to whether
the NFL's Eastern Division is stronger than the Western seems to be
resoundingly absent from
football discussions after a
season in which the West captured 15 of the 16
contests
including the championship playoff games. Perhaps even the AFL
teams and the Buffalo Bills could challenge the pathetic showing of the

v

:r

li

7--

SI

tine marks.
Riding high on a successful
holiday record (3-1the Scots
continued their winning ways as
they sent Capital to defeat, 68-6Jan. 5. In a closely contested battle,
Wooster had to fight every inch of
the way. The Tenacious Twelve
found themselves stymied by an
equally aggressive but smaller
Crusader team.
With the half time score 37-3only sharp passing and tough de
fense salvaged the game for the
bcots. The sharp shooting of
Bill Gribble, who finished
the night with 22 points, made up
for Capital's aggressive play under
the boards. Buddy Harris, Luke
Hoffa and Tim Jordan also played
well in spoiling the Crusaders' bid
for an upset.
),

2

post-morte-

0,

m

inter-divisio- n

East.

Anotherslrong urge

is to speak of the thunderous thud of

asMkhigan State, Arkansas, and Nebraska in college football circles). A quick survey of the results in the major
bowls will show hat each victor was the school nearest to the
site of the gam and each winner had distinct weather advantages for the mbnth of practice before the game. The only flaw in
this theory was Missouri's defeat of Florida. At any rate it seems
a shame that teams going through grueling
schedules
unbeaten should lose their national ranking because of a slim
loss after a month's layoff.
such poweS

10-ga-

7,

co-capt-

me

Now that I've nibbled at a few of the "steaks" on the selection
before me, I have' to save my main appetite for some truly newsworthy
items which have occurred right under our noses here at Wooster.

Students, faculty, alumni and friends of the College all seemed
to express the same dumbfounded reaction at the surprising resignation
of head football coach Phil Shipe after 17 years on the Hill. During
that time Coach Shipe posted a more than respectable
mark
and a 57 percent winning record, which isn't bad in any league. What's
more important is what Coach Shipe has meant to the members of his
teams in whom he has instilled a
desire to exceed not only
on the football field, but in all aspects of life. No one who has spent
time with this man will ever forget his many words of wisdom, his
smile, and refreshingly philosophical approach to life.
His decision brings the Wooster sports program to another big
crossroads where it must decide just exactly what emphasis should be
placed on sports at this school. Reports have it that some excellent candidates have applied and are under consideration for this post. With
the selection of one of these competent and, what may even be a better
criterion,
men, Scot football might again return to the
strength, of Coach Shipe's 1961 team which lost only one game. In the
case of such a selection, the recruiting which is possible in this conference might receive at least a temporary shot in the arm. On the
other hand the College could choose to take this opportunity to
what is at present a comme-ci- ,
comme-c- a
athletic situation.

at)

84-61-- 6

R

well-know- n

de-emphasi-

Not in that condition at present however, is an outstand
ing 10-- 2 record posted by Wooster's basketball squad. This
is one of the best marks for this time in the year that a Scot
team has ever enjoyed. Coach Al Van Wie's contingent is still
very much in the thick of the conference race with a 7-- 1 loop
mark. Strong points of their attack so far have been a tenacious
defense, ranking among the best in the nation, and a well-b- al
anced offensive punch. Bill Gribble, Tim Jordan, Buddy Harris
and George Baker have all been hitting consistently in double
figures.
The most gratifying win for Scot boosters must be the 81-4plastering of Muskingum, which is the first major victory over our
friendly nvals since many of us have been at Wooster. Still the Scots
face a grueling test immediately following semester break with key
games against Otterbein, Baldwin - Wallace, Wittenberg and Mount
Union in succession.
9

er.

Grapplers Drop Meet
To Denison U.,

ze

Topple Bishops
Playing their first home game
of 1966, the Scots soundly defeated
the Battling Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan, 69-5Although Wesleyan
sported an unimpressive 2-- conference record, its opponents had
only outscored them by a total of
11 points in those five defeats.
Showing a well balanced attack
and a staunch defense, Wooster
overcame an early Wesleyan lead
in the first half and never gave
5

watch helplessly as Scot
Going into last
night's contest at Oberlin, Wooster had a 10--2 record and
the best defense in the conference.
two-point-

22-1- 4

by Josh Stroup

it back.
Slow in

starting, the Scots did
not score from the field until
Buddy Harris hit on a long jumper, six minutes into the first half.
A good Wesleyan defense led by
Chip Rosser held off the Scots until a three point play by Tim Jordan put Wooster ahead to stay

The swim team despite the usual
record has had some
bright spots also. Freshman Mike West, a backstroker, remains un
defeated in dual meets and came within two seconds of the school
record in his last outing. Another frosh, Bob Castle, who is just getting
used to the grueling 200-yarbutterfly event after swimming half that
distance in high school, is rapidly lowering his times and zeroing
in on the school record in that event. Still another potential record
setter is sophomore freestyler Ted Ball who has eclipsed the 200-yarfreestyle mark in practice and could do the same in a meet before too
d

d

long.
All told, it points to an everchanging scene in the Wooster sports'
show.

STARK'S
RESTAURANT

OVU Deluge Downs

Swim Team,

A Bishop foul and a beautiful
Wooster's matmen traveled to Denison University last
pass from Dan Roseberry to Harris
Saturday for their season opener and started the year off on opened up the lead to 19-1Improved
defense
the
by
Black
and
the wrong foot by falling to the Big Red, 22-1Even after
Gold's Bill Gribble and Roseberry
adjusting to the well lighted, spacious new Denison field increased the difference to 10
house a place where any Wooster
points (27-17- )
with four minutes
wrestler from his Douglass attic fall after 56 seconds. Even after to go, but Wesleyan came back
would feel out of place the Scots only three days of practice, Woos- strong cutting the deficit in half
managed only four wins out of the ter's Mo Rajabi, who was slowed at the buzzer, 31-2down by a recent shoulder separa10 weight classes.
Wesleyan Press Wilts
tion, gave conference champ Dan
Jeff Nye (167 pounds) was look- Tuttle a tough bout for 5 minutes
Hot shooting in the first eight
ing tough and pinned his man, Rod 34 seconds before being pinned.
minutes of the second half by
Borrie, after 6 minutes and 13 secGeorge "Fox" Baker. Gribble and
Big Red Sweep
onds for Wooster's only fall. Scot
Jordan extended the lead to 11
All of the other four Wooster points, 48-3captain Phil Cotterman (177)
With three minutes
racked up 7 points to blank Jim wrestlers went the full nine min- remaining the Bishops battled back
.
t
0
Law ton and heavyweight Roy Voss utes, but were outdone by their to within
i points, but the Scots
'
squeezed by Kim Kugler, 6-opponents. George Coulton (123) coolly broke up a full court press
.
The only Scot victory on the light fell to Tom Collins by a 4-- score, with good1 ball handling
and excelend of the weight scale came when Bill Hufford (145) lost
to Ed lent passing. The lead opened to
Warren Welch fought back from Season, Jack Hilbert bested Woos- 11 again on a beautiful Dass from
deficit to beat Steve Anthony ter's John Ekberg (152) 12-- and Harris to Luke Hoffa and
a
two shots
4-lanky Jim Hanna (160) was from the foul line by Roseberry.
in the
class.
blanked by Tom Stege,
Four men finished in double
Pin
On Jan. 22 the Scots meet Mus- figures. Gribble was high with
17
The Big Red took third in last kingum here at 2:00 and should
points, tollowed closely by Harris
year's Ohio Conference standings have slimmed their
(15), Jordan (14) and Baker
and proved their worth by pinning paunches enough by then to give
(12). Against the smaller Bishops,
two Scots. Al Leggett's (191) was the Muskies a rough time. The men
the Scot bounders controlled the
the shortest match of the day as from New Concord were fourth
boards with Jordan and Harris
Denison's Bob Gibson scored a last year in the conference.
doing most of the work. Steady
3.

4.

6.

7.

1

Daily 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 11:30 a .m. - 9 p.m.
Catering to
BANQUETS

0
0

PRIVATE PARTIES
FAMILY MEALS

FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
99c
All You Can Eatl

Last Saturday the Wooster tubmen met their fourth straight defeat in the Ohio Conference. At the
hands of an exceptionally strong
Ohio Wesleyan squad, they managed to capture only two first
places, and lost the meet by a score

of

70-3-

5.

3-- 1

130-poun-

3

8--

56-Seco-

(Off Liberty St.)
Rear, 145Va E. Liberty

WOOSTER
Helen Jeffrey

Owner and Operator

Meyers.

The team's next meet is with Akron on Jan. 29. Although the season has been disappointing thus
far, hopes are high for at least one
victory.

0.

nd

post-Christm-
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Bill Gribble

Tim Jordan
Buddy Harris
George Baker
Luke Hoffa
Dan Roseberry
Ron Houser

G
C

F
G

F
G

Steve Bone

F
F

Scott Snyder
Joe Fay

G
C

Two Wooster swimmers, Mike
West and Ted Ball, displayed out- Wooster Totals
standing performances. In the 200 Opp. Totals
yard backstroke West placed first
with a time of 2:18.0, only two
seconds off the pool record. Ball,
68-6-

last year's high scorer, touched out
Doug Andrews of Wesleyan to
finish first in the 100 yard freestyle, with a time of 55.2 seconds.
Second places were taken by freshman Bob Castle, sophomore John
Slesman and senior Captain Gerry

The Muskies jumped to an early
lead after getting the tip, and with
three minutes gone in the first
half, led 7-- An effective full court
press by Muskingum and a number
of turnovers by Wooster told the
story. It also seemed that the Muskies were beating the Scots on offense with good
and
excellent screening. Scoring five
points in the next two minutes,
George Baker brought Woo back
into the game at
Success in breaking the press
with steady
bv Bill
Gribble and Baker contributed to
the Scots surging ahead with nine
minutes gone in the first half. Tim
Jordan tied the score 17-1- 7
on a
free throw and the Fox sunk the
points with two from
the line. From this point Wooster
continued to build up a lead with
the score d7-2- 5
at the half-tim- e
buzzer. In this drive Buddy Harris
1.

ball-handli-

8--

ball-handli-

go-ahe-

ng

6.

ng

ad

Thofl6KaeQ
1.000
1.000
1
.875
1
.833
2
.667
Mt. Union
1
.667
7. Marietta
2
.600
8. Oberlin
2
.500
9. Denison
4
.429
10. Kenyon
.333
11. Heidelberg
5
.285
12. Muskingum
.200
Hiram
.200
14. OWU
.167
15. Capital
6
.000
Last night's games not included.
Results of Tuesday's games:
Hiram 79, Heidelberg 74
Otterbein 66, Wittenberg 60
6--

2.
3. WOOSTER
4. Otterbein
5. Wittenberg
B-- W

0

1- -0

7--

5--

4--

2--

3--

2--

3-1-

-2

2--

1- -4

1- -4
1-

-5

0--

m

d

P.

No.
Games

12
12
12
12
12
11

FIELD

GOALS

Atts.

Pet.

Scored

Atts.

pet.

69

166
112
146

41.5

42
62

56

37
24

45

29

18

27

24

30
11

75.0
62.7
82.3
82.7
66.6
80.0
63.6
85.7
50.0

58

54
39
26
16
10

82
62
36
26

8
3
2

5

17

1

3

33.3

7
6
3

1

4 25.0

1

12

282

668 42.2

12

253

667

9

3447
66-6-

3

56-6-

3

73- - 65

69- - 57

81-4-

9

indicates

over-tim- e

7
6
3
328

REBOUNDS

Muskingum
game

Gribble
Jordan
Jordan
Jordan
Gribble
Jordan
Harris
Jordan
Jordan
Gribble
Gribble
Gribble

Last night's game

PERS.

FOULS

POINTS

Shots
Missed

No.

Avg

No

No

Ayg

111
91
100

62
116
132

38

34

180
178
143
102

15.0
14.8
11.9

48
46
26
20

63
23
19

5.2
9.7
11.0
2.8
5.3
2.1
2.1

13

13

1.6

5

2

.7
5

--

i J

29
44
16

29
22
8
11
3

2

71.4

480

576

48.0

217

71.0

485

389

32.4

246

SCORER

O. Wesleyan

72- - 60

234

99

GAME

69- - 58

68- - 53

51.8

37.0
47.5
42.0
44.5
38.4
29.4

68- - 60

7451

FREE THROWS

Scored

Heidelberg
Kenyon
Hiram
Marietta
Akron
West Chester
Hofstra
Grove City
Ashland
Capital

0

06

mm

8

W.-OP-

Phone 262-78for Reservations

9.

8-- 2

70-3- 5

by Sam Selby

NOW OPEN

Returning to action with only a
day's rest, the Wooster Scots put
on quite a show for the Severance
crowd. This game, as much as any
all year, showed the reason for
Wooster's amazing defensive record. For the second night in a row,
the locals showed a strong, well
balanced attack and a defense
that contained the opposition's attack. The final score snowed Wooster on top of Muskingum by 81-4-

0

PLAYER

IS

Bone.

1. Akron

15-1- 3.

5.

0-- 3

ain

8.

long-lastin- g

THREE MUSKINGUM DEFENDERS
center Tim Jordan lays up a

d

70

8.5
5.8

56

5.1

27

3.0
2.0

16
5
3

28
17
20

22
22
17
17

Harris
Harris
Harris
Jordan
Harris
Jordan
Harris
Jordan
Harris
Gribble

Jordan
Harris

11

16
15
9
7
16
16
18
15
6
14
12

near-perfectio-

p

Gribbk was again the high Doint
man with 17. Right behind were
Jordan and Harris with 15 and
Baker with 14. The steady play of
Harris and Jordan led to the Scots'
control of the offensive and defensive boards throughout the game.
Wooster now takes a
d
break from hardcourt competition.
The next game is Saturday, Jan.
at Michigan s Hope College, a
perennial leader in the basketball.
minded ,MIAA. Hope hasn't lost a
man trom the squad which won
the Michigan loop's chanroionshin
last season. Severance Gym action
resumes
Wednesday, Jan. 26,
against
foe Ohio
Northern.
Well-earne-

il

non-conferen-

at Oberlin not included.

n

1.7
1.5 game.

798 665
686 57.1

HIGH REBOUNDER

16
19
15
16
18

contributed seven points and several sharp passes to Jordan underneath.
The final play of the first half
indicated the
of the
Scots' play. With a little less than
a minute remaining,
the Scots
brought the ball down the court.
Good passing and heads-uplay
by Baker and Gribble foiled the
Muskies' attempts to steal the ball.
The half ended with Baker dropping in a long one from the
corner.
The second half began the way
the first ended, with Baker scoring
again from the corner. Wooster's
lead continued to mount as Dan
Roseberry and Joe Fay came off
the bench to provide kev points
and heads-u- p
defense. In a show
ot superior bench strength, the
Scots' Roseberry, Scott Snyder,
Ron Houser, Steve Bone and Mike
Beitzel outscored the Muskies 12- 5 in the last six minutes of the

ce
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the hasis of five bucks for the
sheepskin, I think even after Johnsonian inflation $10 is still more
than I'll pay this school for an
hour's sleep.

3.2 Beer Flows At Oberlin s Wilder Hall
by John Ryan

After receiving a state glasses of brew. No exchange of
liquor license authorizing the sale will be allowed.
Staggered hours for the sale of
sale of 3.2 percent beer, Ober- beer have been set up at the union
lin College initiated the sale on each day except Tuesday. This

of the suds in Wilder Hall, its measure was established so that
students under the
age
student union, last Friday.
limit could also use the premises.
The struggle for the legal sale It was also indicated that sandof beer on the Oberlin campus be- wiches and other snacks are on
gan a little over a year ago. In De- sale in addition to the new
cember of 1964, the general faculty
of the college cast a vote favoring
the sale of the alcoholic beverage.
Final Volleyball Standings
This is the first time in Oberlin's
7-- 0
Seventh
,
r
history that such sales
6-- 1
Sixth
have been permitted.
5-- 2
Second
4-- 3
Founded to serve "as a purchasFirst
3-- 3
Fifth
ing agent for its members of 3.2
beer and
Third
commodi24
Eighth
ties," the Oberlin Student Com6
0-- 7
Fourth
modities Cooperative Association
(OSCCA) will officially serve as
Section Point Standings
beer dispensers. Students who are
KL Trophy
for 1965-6- 6
over the age of 18 and faculty
Seventh
10 points
members are eligible for member- Fifth
3 points
ship in the OSCCA for a fee of
Sixth
$1.00. Purchasing: cards are also
3 points
1 point
Third
on sale at a price of $2.50 apiece
Second
1 point
which will entitle the holder to 10
brews or two pitchers and two
18-ye-

Stan Good
And to that guff about
"That's the way the rule is on the
books and we've got to enforce it,"
I add, "OK, let's see some enforcement of page 14 in the Handbook
for Independent Study, which
CURRENTLY ON DISPLAY at the Art Center are 74 contemporary reproductions of 19th and
reads: "Students doing independ20th century watercolors from Europe and Oriental masterpieces. The watercolor above is
ent study are exempt from preparatitled "The Admonitions of the Instructress in the Palace."
tion of term papers in all courses."
You will note that the Chairman
of the IS Committee is the same
B-- W
Dean charged with enforcing the
attendance regulations.

P.S.

Cage Coach Oars Player Pledging;
Hope Opens Senior Women's Honor Dorm

Corrects VOICE Error

by Susan Stranahan

To the Editor:

I believe that on this campus
more than one opinion about the
war in Vietnam is represented, and
that students should have the opportunity to express and question
these variant views. Many times
any opposite point of view helps
to clarify one's own thoughts.
When I received a letter written
by national student leaders of national as well as international organizations, I felt that their stand
on the war in Vietnam should be
presented to Wooster students.
Therefore, I gave one article, a
description of the National Student
Committee for the Defense of Vietnam with a suggested petition this
committee circulated throughout
,the country, to the VOICE. In the
last issue of the VOICE, the article
was divided into two parts and my
name affixed to both parts. However, it was not my work but the
work of the Young Republicans,
Young Democrats, and Independents who have formed the National
Student Committee for the Defense
of Vietnam. The sole purpose of
the organization is to mobilize college students in a concerted program of responsible action in support of American resistance to
Communist aggression in Southeast
Asia.
Cathy Crabtree

f

head

Morse also stated, "We go to
war because we don't let down a
basketball
country with which we have a
Thompson, issued warnings to security
pact. No nation can jusfive members of his team con- tify going to war unless it is forced
cerning pledging a fraternity.
into it. We can't justify our war
Coach Thompson, unhappy with in Asia on the basis of mere
the influences fraternities exerted
Support of student demonstraon team members, threatened dismissal from the team if the players tions "within the limits of the law"
went against his ultimatum. The was another of the topics discussed
Baldwin-Wallace- 's

coach, Hugh

self-defense-

Exponent, in a front page story,
said that the five men had already
pledged, but promptly depledged
upon hearing from the coach.

."

Birth control pills are being
issued by the Student Health Cen- ter of University of Colorado in
Boulder to any girl who has set
her wedding date not more than
two months away. The effectiveness of such a program is under
investigation.

Wittenberg

d,

(D-Ore-

133-yea-

non-alcohol-

ic

1--

CHARGE
ACCOUNTS

University will
change over to the trimester program next year. Students will
register for each of the three terms
of 11 weeks each, made up of
only three courses instead of the
regular five to seven carried by
the student on the semester program. Degrees will be awarded
upon successful completion of 35

in the student-speake- r
dialogue
that followed the speech. Protest
burning of draft cards reflects "a
lapse of good judgment," and that
Thompson denied rumors that if people don't like the present
he had threatened to rescind the draft law, "we should change it
athletes' grants-in-aistating that legislatively, not defiantly," Morse
he couldn't see how the boys could concluded.
maintain an active membership in
Hope College (Holland, Mich.) courses.
a Greek club and maintain the
has
introduced a new facet in dornecessary academic requirements
plus play on the basketball team. mitory living with a senior women's honor dorm.
The Denisonian announced reA few outstanding women were cently the school has topped its
chosen to participate in the ex- drive for a goal set up by the
Senator Wayne Morse
The girls describe the Ford Foundation. The Foundation
periment.
stirred up controversy in a recent
speech given before a standing- - building as "more like an apart- stipulated that it would grant $1.8
room-onlcrowd at Oberlin Col ment than a dorm." The women million to the school if Denison
are given keys and are permitted could raise $3.6 million within
lege.
to keep their own hours.
three years.
The Review quotes Sen. Morse
as saying "We are going to con
tinue to kill in increasing num
bers, and bring the enemy to the
The very latest in sweaters,
surrender table instead of the
peace table."

CARDS

CANDY

Closest to the Campus
Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area it

.)

the new Shag knit of wool

Phone

ftnfinowMIs
I

MM

MANSFIELD

Just 2 minutes
,

i

.

lbs. $2.00

Beall Avenue
ECON-O-WAS-

BRENNER BROS.

UftsNEW SlopesNEW Excitement!

8

Two Blocks North of Campus

Beall
NEW

1

Dry Clean up to

and mohair.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

J

262-894-

COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
10
Wash 20c
Dry 10c Minutes

i

IU

COSMETICS

y

OHIO'S FIRST AND FINEST SKI RESORT

I

ar

at

H

Hartzler

Phone

264-18- 91

from Interstate 71 & Ohio 13

WrIU for FREE Folder
SNOW TRAILS SKI AREA
field,
P.O. Box
Ohio

$360 ROUND TRIP
NEW YORK
FRANKFURT

-

160-Mans-

Phone (419)

522-739- 3

'

by regularly scheduled airline
Leave June 9, Return September

5

For Details Contact

Ron&eUy
r

:0 IP

of love
the exquisite

346 East Bowman Street

Freedlander's
Young Modem's Shop

WOOSTER, OHIO
264-404- 0

Or See Campus Representatives
JANICE SAYER
JO HOLDEN

A lyric expression

of

your devotion ... the
superb round diamond
that's the choice of so
many brides today,
in a classic setting
that's echoed in the
simplicity of the wedding
band. Truly, elegance

she'll cherish through
the years.

Here's hoping

thai all your exams
are easier
than you expect.

Prices TO SUIT Your Budget
Up To 13 MONTHS to Pay and

Any Scot MAY Charge It.

PiiveliO! Jewelers
145

E. Liberty St.

Just East of the Square

WOOSTER, OHIO

Come to our - - -

Sportswear
Car Coats, Slacks, Skirts, Shorts,
Sweaters and Blouses

Good Luck From

"You'll Flip When You See These Wonderful Values"

CTBfli? Eaifflinnilb!? (3,

Public Square

